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 Inside this workbook you'll find hundreds of worksheets, exercises, and actions to help deal
with: - Trauma - ADHD - Autism - Anxiety - Depression - Conduct Disorders Compiled by clinicians
and teachers with years of experience working with kids, these useful and easy-to-use therapy
equipment are vital to teaching children how exactly to cope with and overcome their deepest
struggles.The CBT Toolbox for Kids and Adolescents gives you the resources to help the children
in your life handle their daily obstacles with ease. Step-by-step, you'll see the way the best
strategies from cognitive behavioral therapy are adapted for children.
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 It will be annoying & As school counselor and clinical therapist this publication has been helpful
and is a great resource for those working with children and students! But tons of typos! I
purchased this book due to the fantastic reviews. so excellent luck locating the activity you
wished to use a second period. exercises in here I could see myself using once again & again.
This is an amazing resource for child therapists This is an incredible resource for child
therapists.) Overall, I believe this book was really worth the money I allocated to it. Easy to
incorporate Recieved in great time. It looks like many clinicians frequently aren't sure how
exactly to work with kids & teenagers with ADHD. The task can definitely be very different than
working with kids & teenagers with feeling disorders.I'm only giving the book 3 stars as the
proofreading is terrible! The very first time I discovered a mistake, I expected it was an oversight.
By enough time I finished studying the worksheets, I couldn't believe nobody caught the
countless issues. Spaces are missing from between words. Pronouns are flipped (e.g. It really is
great be able to copy the activities from the book and also have them ready to go quickly.
perhaps adapt/change them for what you need. I had to read at least one sentence a couple
times to figure out what the authors were trying to state. Given that a few of these worksheets
are designed to hand out to customers or caregivers to complete between sessions, that is an
issue.Great resource. make the worksheets with errors look sloppy in session with me there to
explain. EASILY want to use the take home ones with mistakes, I'll need to hand right them.
Sigh.There are always a couple other weird issues. Was this site accidentally swapped in from a
book intended for work with adults? 238 appear bizarre for a book aimed at kids & teens. The
activities are family friendly and relevant for home and school use. The example scenarios for
the Positive Self Talk sheet on p. That sheet isn't useable with kids and maybe not even with
teens because the scenarios are therefore outside kids' experiences. Some of the worksheets
needed more descriptions and are a little complex.General, this is an excellent resource & Steer
clear of the Kindle Edition Don't work with the Kindle edition of the book as it's hard to follow as
the pages are split into 2 - so people won't printing them out I suppose; Informative but “plain”
worksheets I would recommend this book. I'll have to neatly fix a few. It is definitely going to be
utilized for quite a long time as you of my "head to" resources. The activities are good but sure
wish I possibly could return it right now since it’s missing so many pages. Certainly worth getting.
But mostly I feel unfortunate for the authors, because they certainly did a ton of work, and I
believe the errors detract from their great efforts. I'm glad I acquired it. nonetheless it makes the
complete book too challenging to read. They're very fundamental but have great, child friendly
ideas on them so this book is becoming my new head to book whenever using kids. There are *a
lot* of worksheets &We instead bought the paper file format & it's what it should be. as others
have stated proofreading as you can find spelling errors. worksheets but you really have to
spend some time filtering through these &). That is a Great IDEA book; but needs some better
organization & Lots of activities &Nevertheless, at 252 web pages you're bound to find something
helpful for your Therapy practice. (Among others that didn't appear as useful, needless to say.
I've bought many books but that one has so many helpful and useful worksheet for you with
clients. I believe they are more straight forward and easy to use. Helpful! Some of these activities
also work ideal for adults as well. I am a schoolCounselor and many of the worksheets are great.
Kids Understand WS Up to now great easy worksheets for personal space and guidelines. Still
employed in it. The proofreading issues are frustrating & Some spelling mistakes, or scenarios
that wouldn't work for kiddos, but still an extremely helpful, useful book! As I am using different
pages with clients, I find the workbook is missing webpages 132-149.” Don’t expect any clip art
on these webpages. Also, the pages are not numbered properly in the Kindle edition; Great



Activities for Kids and Teens CBT Toolbox has thus many excellent activities for children and
teens who have a problem with trauma and anxiousness. "you" rather than "I," changing what
this is of the sentence ought to be.! Lots of great options I use this constantly! I really do wish it
was a little simpler to make clean copies of the webpages but the variety can’t be defeat.As
someone with expertise in working with kids with ADHD, I was pleasantly surprised to find that a
couple of those materials are in fact useful. Used it the same day I recieved it! Missing 15 pages
Very disappointed in this product. One issue that for me that is missing is the “cuteness... Better
for adolescents. Helpful and an excellent Source! Moral of the tale. Awesome wholesome very
helpful book Not for chidlren.. Look for all the web pages when you get it. Must have atlanta
divorce attorneys family.. a whole section on anger. I am a college social worker and private
therapist. I would not utilize this book with children. It is even more appripriate for older
adolescents. There have been a couple other minimal things that remaining me scratching my
mind, also, but are fixable. Might use more illustrations and explanations on some. Could use
about 1/4 of book with my students. So useful for all ages As a college psychologist and a parent
in a middle high school, I found this publication to be very helpful. The activities in the workbook
target parent involvement and interpersonal awareness which influence children's mental
wellness. The settings include function, going to an art show, a blind date, and going to the shop
for groceries. so many good worksheets this was perfect to do with my kids at a child guidance
center!
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